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Decision 1:
Pick a card

Most people think they understand odds
and probability. Do you?

Decision 2:
Switch or don't

Outcomes:

Make a
tree
diagram

Introductory Probability
Types & terminology | Basic formula | Activating prior learning | Sum and product rule | Independent AND| OR | Venn Diagrams | Dependent Probability

Do you think you understand probability?

Probability
An introduction to Probability

P(A) =

MDM 4U1

n(A)
n(S)

Write down a sequence of 20 heads and tails they way they think a coin might really flip.
Now flip a coin 20 times. Write it down the same way.
What do we notice when we examine the class results?
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Trial Outcome

Event

Probability
Empirical | Theoretical | Subjective

Expected
Value

Type of
Probability
Empirical

Description
Based on direct observation
or experiment

Weakness
Requires enormous
number of trials

Theoretical

Based on mathematical
analysis

Lacks the confirmation of
the real world

Subjective

Based on informal guesswork
and estimation

Purely opinion based;
lacks consistency

Statistical Discrepancy
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P(A) =
successes
trials

n(A)
n(S)
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So, what is the likelihood...
wins
games

...of tossing a head on a coin?
...of rolling a six on a six-sided die?

favourable outcomes
total outcomes

...of NOT rolling a six?

'

P(A) + P(A ) = 1

How about tossing two heads
in three tosses of coin?
P(A)
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'

P(A ) = 1 - P(A)
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Find the probability of rolling a sum of 7 or 11 when rolling a pair of dice.

From this chart, we see that there are six ways of rolling a sum of 7, and two ways of
rolling a sum of 11. As well, recall that there are 36 total outcomes. Thus, in
mathematical notation, n(S) = 36 and n(A) = 8, where A is the event of rolling a sum
of 7 or 11.

Could we have used combinations or permutations to find the answer without a tree diagram?
Thus, the probability of rolling a 7 or 11 with a pair of dice is 2/9.
Chart found at http://www.shodor.org/interactivate/discussions/pd6.html , on September 3, 2004.

Let's explore probability further...

Practice

Go to:

Select this Gizmo:

1. Which property
is best to own?
Why?
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4. The town planning department surveyed residents of a town about home ownership. The table
shows the results of the survey. Using this table, determine the following probabilities

2.

Determine the probability of
a) tossing heads with a single coin
b) tossing two heads with two coins
c) tossing at least one head with three coins
d) rolling a composite number with one die
e) not rolling a perfect square with two dice
f) drawing a face card from a standard deck of cards
a) P(residents owns home)

3.

Estimate a subjective probability of each of the following events. Provide a rationale for each estimate.
a) the sun rising tomorrow
b) it never raining again
c) your passing this course
d) your getting the next job you apply for

b) P(resident rents and has lived at present address less than 2 years)

c)

5.

Suppose that a graphing calculator is programmed to generate a random natural
number between 1 and 10 inclusive. What is the probability that the number will be prime?

6.

a) A game involves rolling two dice. Player A wins if the throw totals 5, 7, or 9. Player B wins if
any other total is thrown. Which player has the advantage? Explain.

P(homeowner has lived at present address more than 2 years)

7. It is known from studying past tests that the correct answers to a
certain university professor’s multiple-choice tests exhibit the following pattern.

a) Devise a strategy for guessing what would maximize a student’s chances for success, assuming
that the student has no idea of the correct answers. Explain your method.
b) Suppose the game is changed so that Player A wins if 5, 7, or doubles (both dice showing the
same number) are thrown. Who has the advantage now? Explain.

c)

Design a similar game in which each player has an equal chance of winning.
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b) Suppose that the study of past tests revealed that the correct answer choice for any given
question was the same as that of the immediately preceding question only 10% of the time.
How would you use this information to adjust your strategy in part a? Explain your reasoning.
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8. A Number Game
Work with a partner. Have each player take three identical slips of paper, number them 1, 2,
and 3, and place them in a hat, bag, or other container. For each trial, both partners will
randomly select one of their three slips of paper. Replace the slips after each trial. Score points
as follows:
• If the product of the two numbers shown is greater than the sum, Player A gets a point.
• If the product is less than the sum, Player B gets a point.
• If the product and sum are equal, neither player gets a point.
a). Predict who has the advantage in this game. Explain why you think so.
b). Decide who will be Player A by flipping a coin. Record your results in the table below.
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9. a) Record the results for 10 trials. Total the points and determine the winner. Do the
results confirm your prediction? Have you changed your opinion on who has the
advantage? Explain.
b) To estimate the probability for each player getting a point, divide the number of points
each player earned by the total number of trials.

10. a) Perform 10 additional trials and record point totals for each player over all 20 trials.
Estimate the probabilities for each player, as before.
b) Are the results for 20 trials consistent with the results for 10 trials? Explain.
c) Are your results consistent with those of your classmates? Comment on your findings.

11. Based on your results for 20 trials, predict how many points each player will have after 50
trials.

12. Describe how you could alter the game so that the other player has the advantage.

Answer Clues
1. answers vary
2a). 50%
b). 25%
c). 7/8
d). 1/3
e). 17/18
f). 3/13
3a). it's subjective
b). it's subjective
c). it's subjective
d). it's subjective
4a). 5/8
b). 9/32
c). 80%
5. 50%
6a). player B
b). player B
c). answers vary
7a). answer C
b). C then B
8. results vary
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